We characterize numerically and analytically the signatures of the spin-orbit interaction in a two-electron GaAs double quantum dot in the presence of an external magnetic field. In particular, we obtain the return probability of the singlet state by simulating Landau-Zener voltage detuning sweeps which traverse the singlet-triplet (S − T+) resonance. Our results indicate that non-spin-conserving interdot tunneling processes arising from the spin-orbit interaction have well defined signatures. These allow direct access to the spin-orbit interaction scales and are characterized by a frequency shift and Fourier amplitude modulation of the Rabi flopping dynamics of the singlet-triplet qubits S − T0 and S − T+. By applying the Bloch-Feshbach projection formalism, we demonstrate analytically that the aforementioned effects originate from the interplay between spin-orbit interaction and processes driven by the hyperfine interaction between the electron spins and those of the GaAs nuclei.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electron spins in double quantum dots (DQDs) in the spinblockade regime, with one or two electrons confined in each dot, have been proposed as qubits for quantum computing implementations at the nanoscale. 1 From both theoretical and experimental points of view, the coherent control of these spin qubits has become a subject of great interest in the condensed matter and quantum information communities. In particular, there is considerable emphasis on the study of their coherent dynamics and the limiting mechanisms of spin coherence in the presence of hyperfine interactions with the ensemble of nuclear spins of the DQD host material. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Singlet-triplet qubits have been implemented in DQDs built in either GaAs or Si/Ge hosts. They are formed by the singlet state S(1, 1)-with one electron in each dot-and either of the triplet states T 0 (m = 0) or T + (m = 1). Universal control has been demonstrated using quantum state tomography obtained by control pulses (or sweeps) of the voltage difference (detuning) between the QDs. [7] [8] [9] [10] Indeed, such detuning sweeps allow the implementation of qubit rotations around a single axis of the Bloch sphere (S − T 0 qubit exchange gates) resulting from the dynamic variation of the two-electron exchange interaction. Furthermore, in combination with dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) techniques, which rely on traversing the S − T + qubit resonance via Landau-Zener (LZ) detuning sweeps, a sustained magnetic hyperfine field gradient between the QDs can be created for times longer than 30 min, thus allowing coherent rotations around two axes of the Bloch sphere, an essential requisite for the implementation of universal quantum gates. 11, 12 An important question concerning the limiting factors to DNP efficiency when traversing the S − T + resonance, is whether the spin-orbit interaction (SOI) could influence DNP transfer from the electron to the nuclear spins, and consequently affect the fidelity of the singlet-triplet qubits. 13, 14 In particular, a quenching of DNP has been observed when SOI exceeds the hyperfine interaction, preventing an increase in the spin decoherence time in GaAs quantum dots. 15 Recently, interferometry experiments have been able to probe the fast dynamics associated with S − T + transitions by correlating the outcomes of an ensemble of individual single shot measurements of the qubit state after LZ transitions. 16 In this work, we provide further insights into SOI signatures that could be probed by one-shot readout experiments measuring the singlet state return probability following a rapid LZ detuning sweep traversing the S − T + resonance. We perform both numerical and analytical calculations based on a realistic model, accounting for the dynamics of the lifting of the spin-blockade regime via SOI. We show that the signatures of SOI are manifested in a frequency shift near the vicinity of the S − T + resonance, and detuning-dependent modulation of the Fourier amplitudes corresponding to transitions between the singlet state S(1, 1) and the triplets T 0 and T + . The present analysis could become useful to experimentalists in search of direct measurements of SOI in a given system without the need for correlation measurements. 16 This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces a realistic Hamiltonian model of the DQD subjected to a voltage detuning and an external magnetic field, and takes into account interdot spin conserving and non-spin-conserving tunneling processes originating from the interplay between SOI and the nuclear hyperfine interaction. Section III discusses the level-anticrossings in the spectrum of the system and the state mixing effects resulting from voltage detuning, Zeeman splitting, SOI and the hyperfine magnetic field. In Sec. IV, we discuss how SOI signatures can be detected via singlet return probability maps derived from LZ sweeps across the S − T + resonance. In Sec. V we present numerical and analytical results for potential SOI signatures in the Fourier amplitudes and frequency shifts associated with S − T 0 and S − T + transitions. Section VI discusses the effects of electrical noise and nuclear hyperfine field fluctuations. Finally, we present a summary and discussion of our results in Sec. VII.
II. MODEL
The system under consideration consists of a gate-defined GaAs DQD having a total occupation of two electrons. The charge state of the DQD and the spatial separation of the electrons is determined by a detuning parameter ε, which controls the relative electrostatic potential of the quantum dot pair. In the limit of a small perpendicular applied magnetic field, the relevant occupied states are singlets,
where (n L , n R ) denotes the occupation of the left (L) and right (R) QDs, respectively. The Hamiltonian that describes the coupling between the two singlets is given by
(1) where t 0 is the interdot spin-conserving tunneling strength. In the far negative detuning regime, ε 0, the ground state of the system becomes the |S(2, 0) singlet; this is a far off-resonant state which has a negligible effect on the system dynamics and is henceforth ignored in the model. The separation of the electronic wave functions causes S(1, 1) (henceforth denoted by S) to be nearly degenerate with the triplet states
The states S and T 0 have zero spin angular momentum component along the z-axis, and can be used as a suitable computational basis for spin qubits in DQDs 11 , whereas the degeneracy with the triplet states T + and T − is lifted by the application of an external magnetic field B ext , which allows the qubit to be controllable by the triplet states and the outgoing singlet S(0, 2). Furthermore, the interaction of the electron spins with the nuclear magnetic field of the host material can be harnessed to control the S − T 0 qubit dynamics by the internally created magnetic field gradient across the DQD structure, d B = ( B nuc,L − B nuc,R )/2. The hyperfine interaction with d B couples the singlet S to the triplet states via non-spinconserving transitions. The Hamiltonian which describes the interaction between electron spins, and their interaction with the hyperfine and external magnetic fields is given by 17
where B = B ext + B nuc is the total magnetic field, B nuc = ( B nuc,L + B nuc,R )/2, the mean nuclear magnetic field, and S L , S R the spins in the left and right dots, respectively. We assume g * µ B = 1, where g * is the electron g-factor in GaAs, and µ B is the Bohr magneton; we write all magnetic and hyperfine couplings using units of energy.
In this system, SOI induces non-spin-conserving tunneling processes for electrons that couple the singlet S(0, 2) to the triplet states. This interaction, arising from intrinsic electric fields induced by structural asymmetries, [18] [19] [20] [21] can lift the spinblockade regime and provide a competing mechanism to the hyperfine-mediated electron spin flips involved in DNP. The Hamiltonian H t SO associated with SOI tunneling processes can be written in the basis of orthonormal unpolarized states | T = {|T x , |T y , |T z } given by,
such that
where t = {t x , t y , t z } is a real vector that defines the degree of spin state mixing due to SOI. Accordingly, the total Hamiltonian, H = H t0 + H t SO + H hf describes charge tunneling transitions in the DQD and the interplay between hyperfine and spin-orbit interactions. Thus, in the singlet-triplet basis {|S , |T + , |T 0 , |T − , |S(0, 2) } one obtains (with |S = |S(1, 1) ),
where dB ± = (dB x ± idB y )/ √ 2 and t ± = (t x ± it y )/ √ 2 represent the couplings that induce spin-flip processes via the hyperfine field gradient and SOI non-spin-conserving tunneling, respectively; Fig. 1 illustrates the different processes.
The contribution of both singlet states to the electron exchange energy, and their interplay with the spin-flip dynamics, is better evidenced after introducing the following change of basis,
where θ = arctan (
) and the coherent exchange energy of the electrons is given by J(ε) = 1 2 (ε + ε 2 + 4t 2 0 ), and amounts to the energy gap between the singlet S and the triplet state T 0 in the absence of any other perturbations but charge tunneling. As such, for ε 0,S → S,G → S(0, 2) and for ε 0,S → S(0, 2),G → S, where statesS andG are often referred as the hybridized singlet states 14, 15 . The Hamiltonian in the adiabatic basis {|S , |T + , |T 0 , |T − |G } transforms tõ
where
The Hamiltonian off-diagonal matrix elements in Eqs. 8-11 characterize the coupling of both hybridized singlets to the triplet states, and the competition of spin-flips induced by the hyperfine field gradient and SOI assisted tunneling transitions. The population dynamics of the singlet and triplet states is obtained by solving the master equation,ρ = (−i/ )[H, ρ], within the scope of the quasi-static approximation: we assume that the dephasing by hyperfine interactions with the nuclear spin bath and associated spin relaxation takes place in a time-scale (∼ µs) much longer than the time-span (∼ tens of ns) of the detuning sweeps, ε(t), which are typically implemented in experiments. This allows us to consider essentially a static nuclear magnetic field over the time-span of the detuning sweeps. We discuss later, in Sec. VI, the effects of hyperfine field fluctuations and electrical noise over the course of collecting data over typical detuning sweep repetitions. For simplicity, and without loss of insight, the results presented here assume isotropic components of both the nuclear magnetic field gradient and the spin-orbit tunneling vector, i.e. |d B| = √ 3dB and | t| = √ 3t SO .
III. LEVEL ANTICROSSING SPECTRUM AND SINGLET-TRIPLET DYNAMICS
Figure 2(a) shows the level spectrum corresponding to the Hamiltonian in Eq. 7, indicating the behavior of the different state mixing resonances, and their dependence on the interdot coupling parameters and applied energy detuning ε. The 
(Color online) (a) Characteristic eigenvalue spectrum {λi(ε)} corresponding to the Hamiltonian in Eq. 7. The yellow dot indicates the initialization stage in the eigenstate |X ≡ |λ2 (|S + |T0 )/ √ 2 for a detuning εI . The red dot indicates the detuning value, εR < 0, at which the system is allowed to evolve during a residence time τR. The green dot indicates the detuning, εM > 0, at which the singlet return probability PS is measured. J(ε) is the exchange energy splitting. After initialization at εI 0 and residence at εR, τI and τE represent sudden detuning pulses of ∼ 1ns duration, respectively. The inset shows the singlet-triplet anticrossing splitting, ∆ST + , mediated by the hyperfine and spin-orbit coupling. (b) Sequence of detuning sweeps used to control the DQD state dynamics. The vertex (τI , εI ) corresponds to initialization, while (τR, εR) and (τM , εM ) correspond to residence and measurement control stages, respectively. (c) State dynamics according to the detuning control scheme in (b).
eigenvalues, λ i , exhibit a series of avoided crossings dominated here by spin conserving tunneling, t 0 , which produces the hybridized singletsS andG; this anticrossing is set to occur at ε = 0. Two singlet-triplet anticrossings appear, S − T + at ε < 0, andG − T − at ε > 0, respectively. Notice that t 0 > ∆S T0 ∼ dB, t SO in this diagram, which is typical in real DQD systems. For ε 0, the triplet T + becomes the ground state while T 0 andS approach a degeneracy point. In this regime, the first excited eigenstate of the system is approximately |X ∼ (|S + |T 0 )/ √ 2. Similarly, for ε 0 the excited eigenstate of the system approximates
In the presence of spin-mixing terms, the energy gap between the triplet state T 0 and the hybridized singlet statesS andG is given by −J(ε) and J(ε)−ε, respectively. The regimes of interest in this work correspond to the qubit subspaces defined in the vicinity of theS − T 0 degeneracy point and theS −T + resonance, where SOI signatures are more important and can be probed through an analysis of the Fourier amplitudes and frequency shifts of the (Rabi oscillations) populations of the different DQD states, as we will see.
The dynamics of the singlet stateS and triplet states, T 0 and T + , is controlled through the sequence of LZ detuning sweeps shown in Fig. 2(b) , which are similar to those implemented in experiments. 7, 11 The system is initialized in the eigenstate |X at ε 0, where,S − T 0 transitions are mainly driven by the axial component of the nuclear magnetic field gradient, dB z . The detuning is then subjected to a rapid sweep of duration τ I ∼ 1ns, which drives the system near both thẽ S − T + andS −G avoided crossings (this point in red is labelled by ε R in Fig. 2(a) ). Notice that the exchange energy, J(ε), changes rapidly during this stage. The system is allowed now to evolve during a residence time τ R ∼ 1 − 60ns. Figure 2 (c) shows the DQD state dynamics when the system evolves during one of these detuning sweep sequences. The fast Rabi oscillations between statesS and T 0 occur with a frequency,
The amplitude of these oscillations follows an envelope that oscillates in phase with the amplitude of the triplet T + ; as the system is near thẽ S − T + resonance, the corresponding frequency is given by (λ 2 − λ 1 )/ ∆S −T+ / < fS −T0 . As shown in Sec.V and Appendix A, the Rabi frequencies and oscillation amplitudes are strongly modified by the interplay of exchange and non-spin conserving processes due to SOI and the hyperfine interaction. In this regime, the hybridized singlets,S andG, couple to all triplet states T m , and a competition between the components of the hyperfine field gradient (dB x , dB y ) and SOI (t x , t y ) has a strong effect on the system dynamics.
In order to probe the corresponding signatures, an additional rapid detuning pulse of duration τ E ∼ 1ns traverses thẽ S − T + resonance and drives the system beyond the charge transition anticrossing until reaching the detuning value ε M . Here, the hybridized singlet,S, has a significant component along the outgoing singlet, S(0, 2), whose charge state is typically measured using a quantum point contact. The probability, PS, of recovering the singlet state S is obtained by computing the average population ρS over the measuring time interval t f − t i = τ M ∼ 1ns, while the system evolves at fixed detuning ε M ,
As shown below, the signatures resulting from the interplay of SOI and the hyperfine interaction emerge clearly in the behavior of PS, as the residence time τ R is varied.
IV. SOI SIGNATURES ON THE SINGLET RETURN PROBABILITY
The signatures of SOI in PS resulting from the detuning sweeps described above are illustrated in Fig. 3 , which shows a pair of maps of the singlet return probability PS as function of the residence time τ R , non-spin conserving tunneling strength t SO , and different ε R values. Each point in the map corresponds to a single shot realization of the pulse sequence described in Fig. 2(b) . The following parameters (typical of experimental DQD systems) were used in our simulations: spin-conserving tunneling coupling t 0 = 5µeV, Zeeman splitting E Z = gµ B B = 2.5µeV, nuclear magnetic field gradient dB = 0.125µeV, see Refs. [11 and 18] . In both maps, initialization occurs at ε I = −2000µeV, and measurement at ε M = +90µeV. Figure 3(a) shows the behavior for ε R = −20µeV, where PS exhibits oscillations with a characteristic period of 3.4ns /1.2µeV, over the entire range of t SO . As t SO increases, however, the periodic oscillations occur accompanied with an envelope modulation due to the presence of an additional frequency. The modulation is perhaps more evident in Fig. 3(b) , and the corresponding cross section of the map in Fig. 3(a) , especially for t SO 0.8µeV. Figure 3 (c) shows the PS map for a residence detuning ε R = −10µeV, i.e. much closer to theS − T + resonance. Here, as spin-flip processes are more pronounced, the behavior changes dramatically. We notice that the oscillations exhibit more pronounced minima (darker colors) towards the right-hand side of the map, while a strong frequency shift and differentiated pattern is evident in the increasing number of alternating dark and bright contour regions towards higher t SO values. Interestingly, somewhat sudden phase shifts of the PS oscillations are observed for increasing t SO . The map cross section in Fig. 3(d) corroborates the aforementioned behavior, clearly exhibiting additional frequency components in the signal envelope, which appear better resolved as t SO is increased.
V. BLOCH-FESHBACH PROJECTION AND SOI SIGNATURES ON THE FOURIER AMPLITUDES OF PS OSCILLATIONS
The behavior of the amplitudes and frequency shifts associated with the oscillatory behavior of PS as function of τ R can be explained analytically using the Bloch-Feshbach projection method (see Appendix A). By projecting out the hybridized singletG and triplet state T − , we obtain an effective Hamiltonian, HS T , which describes the system dynamics within the subspace spanned by the basis {|S , |T + , |T 0 }. These states are the ones relevant in the dynamical processes involving the interplay of the hyperfine field and SOI near theS − T + resonance.
Let A mn denote the transition amplitude from the state m into n, and ∆ mn the energy splitting between the instantaneous eigenstates λ m and λ n , respectively. As shown in Fig.  2 , we have labeled the detuning dependent eigenvalues in order of increasing energy, i.e. λ 3 (ε) > λ 2 (ε) > λ 1 (ε). It is clear that for ε εS T+ , the eigenstates approach the limits |λ 1 → |T + , |λ 2 → |S and |λ 3 → |T 0 , while for ε εS T+ , the limits are |λ 1 → |S , |λ 2 → |T + and |λ 3 → |T 0 . Figure 4 shows the dependence on detuning and spin-orbit tunneling strength of the different A mn amplitudes normalized to the zero-frequency amplitude, a mn (ε) = A mn (ε)/A 0 (ε); panels (b) and (d) also show the corresponding energy splitting with respect to the exchange energy, J(ε) − ∆ mn (ε). The Bloch-Feshbach projection allows us to obtain analytical expressions for the corresponding amplitudes and frequencies, as described in detail by Eqs. A4 and A5 in Appendix A. In the following we describe their behavior as function of t SO . Figure 4(a) shows the transition amplitude a 21 (ε) for different values of t SO . Notice that A 21 = AS T+ for all ε, so that it becomes maximal at the avoided crossing for εS T+ , where the maximum rate of spin-flip assisted tunneling occurs. Naturally, the width of the line-shape increases with increasing t SO , enhancing the detuning range over which significant amount of mixing between the singletS and the triplet T + state occurs. The line-shape has a slight asymmetry with respect to the position of the resonance. For ε < εS T+ , both the amplitude and splitting change slowly and the mixing with the singlet S(1, 1) persists for a wide range of detunings. In contrast, for ε > εS T+ , SOI assisted transitions occur via singlet-triplet coupling along the S(0, 2) component of the hybridized singletS, such that the amplitude decays faster as this component gets rapidly out of resonance with the triplet state T + . Figure 4(b) shows the detuning dependence of the splitting, ∆ 21 (ε) = ∆S T+ , characterizing the frequency of the PS oscillations associated with theS − T + transition for different t SO values (∆ 21 increases with larger t SO , as intuitively expected). General analytical expressions for the energy splittings in terms of t SO powers, are given in Appendix A, Eqs. A9-A12. In addition, a full derivation of the frequency shifts associated to ∆S T + and ∆S T0 is given in Eqs. A13-A17 and Eqs. A18-A22, respectively. The largest increase in each case (∼ 0.7µeV) for t SO 1µeV is observed near the vicinity of εS T+ −7.0µeV. Beyond the crossover region, SOI continues to play a significant role in the state dynamics as the energy shifts continue to be appreciable, a behavior that is consistent with that of a 21 (ε).
Figure 4(c) shows the detuning dependence and SOI effects on the amplitudes a 32 (ε) and a 31 (ε), which contain information relevant to the exchange driven singlet-triplet transitions, as well as the much weaker triplet-triplet transitions. Notice that λ 1 and λ 2 switch character at εS T+ , as reflected in the a 32 and a 31 amplitudes. For ε < εS T+ , a 32 → aS T0 and the amplitude increases as the system enters the qubit subspace S − T 0 , where exchange mediated processes dominate; the amplitude is larger as t SO increases. As the detuning approaches εS T+ , the amplitude decays with a slight revival just before reaching the point of closest approach at the avoided crossing. Beyond this point, for ε > εS T+ , the system leaves the exchange-driven qubit subspace. Here, a 32 → a T0T+ becomes the amplitude corresponding to triple-triplet transitions, and decays much faster beyond the crossover region. On the other hand, it is clear that a 31 (→ aS T0 ) decays at a much slower rate with increasing detuning. This represents aS T0 having a larger S(0, 2) component inS. The singlettriplet coupling enabling this transition is SOI, via non-spin conserving tunneling which couples all triplets to the outgoing singlet.
Correspondingly, Fig. 4(d) shows the energy splittings ∆ 31 (ε) and ∆ 32 (ε), again relative to the exchange interaction term, J. For ε < εS T+ , it is clear that ∆ 32 → ∆S T0 J(ε) and SOI-induced frequency shifts are hard to resolve in this limit. For ∆ 31 → ∆ T0T+ , SOI effects are slightly more evident in the energy splittings as t SO increases, even at detuning values far from theS − T + resonance. Yet, the corresponding transitions have a very low amplitude, a 31 , as shown in Fig.  4(c) . For ε > εS T+ , however, the component ∆ 31 → ∆S T0 is the one that better resolves the frequency shifts accompanied with a significative increase in the corresponding amplitude a 31 . It is evident in all the figures that SOI effects are amplified near the vicinity of εS T+ . In this crossover region, thẽ S − T 0 component of both splittings, ∆ 31 and ∆ 32 , shows the largest effects with increasing t SO values, although both splittings and amplitudes are typically much smaller than those shown in theS − T + component of a 21 and ∆ 21 , see Figs. 4(a) and (b).
VI. HYPERFINE FIELD FLUCTUATIONS AND ELECTRICAL NOISE EFFECTS
In contrast to SOI, which is essentially static in a given structure, the hyperfine interaction has a dynamic and random character, as the nuclear magnetic field changes in time. Therefore, in-between consecutive detuning sweeps, required to enhance the signal to noise ratio, fluctuations in the hyperfine field (even as they may occur over a ms scale or longer) are expected to result in a slightly different frequency of Rabi oscillations involvingS, T 0 , and T + . Consequently, there is an associated experimental uncertainty in the estimation of the frequency shifts shown in Fig. 4(b) . To estimate the error associated with variations in the nuclear magnetic field gradient, dB, we have calculated the mean value of the energy splitting, ∆ 21 , as shown by the scatter plot symbols in Fig. 4(b) . The mean splitting averaged over a distribution of nuclear hyperfine fields g hyp , is given by
which averages over the variation of the nuclear magnetic field gradients, assumed to be given by a Gaussian distribution of width σ hf . Here, g hf (x) = (1/σ hf √ 2π) exp(−x 2 /2σ 2 hf ). One would have expected that the mean values near the vicinity of theS − T + avoided crossing would exhibit the largest deviation. Yet we see that |∆ 21 − ∆ 21 hf | 0 over the entire ε range shown for t SO = 0.5µeV, when the value of σ hf = 0.125µeV, typical in experiments, is used. 15, 26 These results suggest that the value of t SO obtained from the PS frequency analysis would be only minimally affected by the hyperfine field fluctuation values. Clearly, larger σ hf values would produce a larger error in the measured t SO .
On the other hand, recent experiments have shown that electrical noise effects should be taken into account when the dynamics involves a voltage difference (detuning) between left and right quantum dots, as in our case. 26 Such noise in the detuning voltages results in noise in the coherent exchange J which affects the robustness of the system oscillations. To estimate the role of electrical noise effects, we calculate the singlet return probability as
where g(ε−ε R ) is a Gaussian distribution of width σ centered on ε R given by
Note that integration interval in Eq. 14 is over the entire range, but a number (> 6) of σ-values results in fully converged results.
A realistic width of the distribution is obtained from recent experiments. 26 Martins et al. report an effective electrical gate noise of σ el = 0.18mV and induced exchange oscillations ∆J = 116MHz (0.48µeV) corresponding to a detuning voltage change of 2.5mV. Using the relation J = 1 2 ε + ε 2 + 4t 2 0 , we obtain ∆J = 0.96µeV for a detuning change ∆ε = 10µeV, which yields a scaling factor of 0.5 mV/µeV. This translates σ el into our corresponding width of the electrical noise distribution as σ = 0.36µeV. It is clear that σ may be different in other experiments, but this value provides us with a realistic estimate to evaluate the effect of electrical noise on the SOI signatures we study. To illustrate the role of electrical noise, we focus on the singlet return probability PS shown in Fig. 3(b) and (d) . The corresponding results for PS el are shown in Fig. 5 , for the two values of detuning ε R = −20µeV and ε R = −10µeV; it is evident that electrical noise dampens the amplitude of the oscillations of PS as expected, but not the frequency. As long as the amplitude remains sufficiently large (measurable) throughout the time interval shown, it should then be possible to carry out the frequency analysis we propose in order to extract quantitative values of the spin-orbit interaction. It is also clear that larger noise fluctuations would strongly suppressed the coherence oscillations and make this (or any) analysis difficult. 
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the signatures of spin-orbit interaction on the spectrum and dynamics of singlet-triplet qubits defined in two-electron GaAs double quantum dots. By reconstructing the level-anticrossing spectrum of the system as function of the interdot voltage detuning, we characterized the Rabi flopping dynamics originating from singlet-triplet transitions within theS − T 0 andS − T + qubit subspaces. This characterization allowed us to obtain the return probability of the singlet state as one applies voltage detuning sweeps traversing theS − T + anticrossing resonance. The return probability exhibits an oscillatory behavior with frequencies and Fourier amplitudes that are strongly modulated by the spin-orbit nonspin conserving tunneling strength, and are more visible for residence detunings, ε R , at which the system is allowed to evolve near theS − T + resonance. Furthermore, when taking into account the effects of electrical noise during the sequence of detuning sweeps, the oscillations of the singlet return probability persist, although with an overall dampening of their amplitude over the time intervals considered. However, as long as the noise is not too strong, the analysis of the oscillations would still yield estimates of the spin-orbit coupling in the system. By projecting the Hamiltonian of the system onto a subspace spanned by the states relevant to the crossover region of theS − T 0 andS − T + qubits, we obtained comprehensive analytical expressions that yield the dependence of the corresponding transition amplitudes and Rabi frequency shifts as function of all coupling parameters. The obtained signatures are the result of the interplay between exchange interaction and non-spin conserving processes originating from SOI and the hyperfine interaction between electron spins and those of the GaAs host nuclei. Our findings provide further insights into SOI signatures that could be probed by one-shot readout experiments measuring the singlet state return probability following a rapid detuning sweep traversing theS − T + resonance.
An interesting avenue for further research, in the context of the present work, is the design of coherent control pulses aimed at reducing noise effects in the symmetric configuration (zero detuning), where variations in the exchange interaction are completely determined by charge tunneling. 26, 27 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS J.E.R. acknowledges the support of Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología (CONACYT) and useful discussions with J.E. Drut. E.C. acknowledges the support of DGAPA-UNAM PAPIIT project IN112012. S.E.U. acknowledges the support of the National Science Foundation under Grant DMR 1508325. We thank the Ohio Supercomputer Center for computational resources. projection method to obtain an effective Hamiltonian, HS T , which describes the system dynamics within the subspace spanned by the states {|S , |T + , |T 0 }, which are the relevant states to the dynamical processes taking place near thẽ S − T + resonance. We can construct the time evolution of the initial state of the system, |X(0) = (|S + |T 0 )/ √ 2, such that the time evolution of the singlet recovery is given by
A 1m e −i ∆1mt ) .
Here, ∆ mn are the transition frequencies between instantaneous eigenstates |λ m and |λ n of HS T , with corresponding amplitudes given by
where G mn are the matrix elements of the unitary operator, G, having columns formed by the eigenvectors, |λ m , represented in the basis {|S , |T + , |T 0 }. Likewise, the zerofrequency amplitude is given by
(A5) Equations A4 and A5 allow to calculate the dependence on detuning and spin-orbit tunneling strength of the different A mn amplitudes normalized to the zero-frequency amplitude, a mn (ε) = A mn (ε)/A 0 (ε), as discussed in the text and in Fig.  4 .
Frequency shifts associated with the singlet-triplet transitions
To obtain analytical estimates of the frequency shifts associated with transitions having predominantlyS-T + andS-T 0 character, we adiabatically eliminate in each case the hybridized singletG and triplet state T − , while retaining their dynamical effects by including (to all orders) the resulting perturbative corrections to the matrix elements of the projected two-level Hamiltonian. In the relevant subspace P spanned by either {|S , |T + } or {|S , |T 0 } the effective Hamiltonian is given byH
with eigenvalues given by
where Σ = E 2 + E 1 , δ = E 2 − E 1 and W = U R + iU I . Correspondingly, the frequency shift associated with a singlettriplet transition is given by
In order to characterize the frequency dependence of the SOI tunneling strengths, we expand both δ and |W | in power series of t SO , i.e. δ = A 0 (dB, ..) + A 1 (dB, ..)t SO + A 2 (dB, ..)t 2 SO + ... The coefficients A n (dB, ..) are functions of the remaining Hamiltonian parameters, in particular dB, which competes with t SO . Therefore, we also expand A n in powers of dB up to second order, A n = α n 0 + α n 1 dB + α n 2 dB 2 + ... For our two-level system projection, the coefficients multiplying odd powers of dB and t SO vanish, i.e. 
The complex off-diagonal coupling, U = U R + iU I , is expressed in polar form, i.e. U = |W |e iφ , where
4.S − T+ frequency shifts
After projecting out the statesG, T − and T 0 , the coefficients in Eq. A10 are given by, 
For the range of parameters considered here, |α 2 2 (ε)| |α 2 0 (ε)|, so this latter coefficient can be neglected in the calculations. Now, the phase associated with the off-diagonal coupling in Eq. A11 is given by
while the power series expansion of U R in terms of t SO up to second order is given by, (A17) Substitution of these expressions in Eqs. A10, A11, and A12, allows the explicit evaluation of the frequency shift, ∆ 21 = ∆S T+ in Fig. 4(b) , as function of both t SO , dB, and the remaining coupling parameters.
5.S − T0 frequency shifts
For the most part, the shift of the splitting ∆ 32 → ∆S T0 with t SO corresponds essentially to SOI corrections to the exchange energy, J, which are in general much smaller in comparison to that of ∆S T+ . Following the procedure outlined in the previous subsection, here we project out the statesG, T − and T + . In this case, the coefficients in Eq. A10 are given by,
